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ABSTRACT
Near-Earth asteroid (NEA) 101955 (1999 RQ36 ; henceforth RQ36) is especially accessible to spacecraft and is
the primary target of NASA’s OSIRIS-REx sample return mission; it is also a potentially hazardous asteroid.
We combine dynamical and spectral information to identify the most likely main-belt origin of RQ36 and we
conclude that it is the Polana family, located at a semimajor axis of about 2.42 AU. We also conclude that
the Polana family may be the most important inner-belt source of low-albedo NEAs. These conclusions are
based on the following results. (1) Dynamical evidence strongly favors an inner-belt, low-inclination (2.15 AU
< a < 2.5 AU and i < 10◦ ) origin, suggesting the ν 6 resonance as the preferred (95% probability) delivery
route. (2) This region is dominated by the Nysa and Polana families. (3) The Polana family is characterized by
low albedos and B-class spectra or colors, the same albedo and spectral class as RQ36. (4) The Sloan Digital
Sky Survey colors show that the Polana family is the branch of the Nysa–Polana complex that extends toward
the ν 6 resonance; furthermore, the Polana family has delivered objects of the size of RQ36 and larger into
the ν 6 resonance. (5) A quantitative comparison of visible and near-infrared spectra does not yield a unique
match for RQ36; however, it is consistent with a compositional link between RQ36 and the Polana family.
Key words: minor planets, asteroids: general

B-class asteroids have been linked to small asteroids that exhibit
cometary behavior: (2) Pallas has been associated with NEA
(3200) Phaethon (de León et al. 2010), and (24) Themis is related
to the two “main-belt comets” in its dynamical family (Hsieh &
Jewitt 2006). Moreover, water ice and organic molecules have
been recently identified on the surface of (24) Themis (Campins
et al. 2010; Rivkin & Emery 2010).
In this paper, we combine dynamical and spectral information
to identify the most likely main-belt origin of RQ36. We use a
similar approach to that of de León et al. (2010) and we conclude
that the most likely source is the (142) Polana family, located at
a semimajor axis ∼2.42 AU.

1. INTRODUCTION
The near-Earth asteroid (NEA) 101955 (1999 RQ36 ; henceforth RQ36) is a particularly interesting object for several reasons. Its orbit makes it especially accessible to spacecraft and
it is the primary target of NASA’s OSIRIS-REx sample return mission (Lauretta et al. 2010). This object has also been
identified as a potentially hazardous asteroid (Milani et al.
2009). The size shape and rotation state of this asteroid are
well constrained. Radar observations indicate a diameter of
approximately 580 m, a nearly spherical (spin-top) shape, and
retrograde rotation with a period of 4.288 hr and the pole oriented nearly perpendicular to the orbit (Nolan et al. 2007). The
spin-top shape and short rotation period are consistent with
a Yarkovsky–O’Keefe–Radzievskii–Paddack (YORP) spin-up
(Walsh et al. 2008). If so, the fine regolith on this asteroid may
be concentrated near the equator or may have even been ejected.
Although the current rotation period is too long for ejection of
material from the surface, RQ36 might have spun down after
the loss of material in the past. The nearly spherical shape can
also be explained by recent close approaches with Earth (e.g.,
Richardson et al. 1998). Mid-infrared observations with NASA’s
Spitzer Space Telescope yield a thermal inertia consistent with a
somewhat blocky surface and perhaps like that of the similarly
sized NEA 25143 Itokawa (Emery et al. 2010).
Based on its visible spectrum this asteroid is classified as
“B” (Clark et al. 2010b). B-class asteroids are found mostly in
the middle and outer main belt and are believed to be primitive
and volatile-rich. In fact, a comparison of the visible and nearinfrared spectra of RQ36 with those of meteorites points to the
most primitive meteorites (CIs and CMs) as the most likely
analogs (Clark et al. 2010b). Furthermore, two large main-belt

2. DYNAMICAL CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we first discuss dynamical considerations,
which quickly restrict the likely source region of RQ36. Additional evidence, such as albedo, colors, possible family membership, and rotation state, strengthen the constraints from the
dynamical arguments.
2.1. Likely Origins of the Current Orbit
The orbital elements of RQ36 are given in Table 1. Based on
this orbit, it is possible to constrain the region of the main belt
where it originated. A method for estimating the origin of nearEarth objects (NEOs) is described in Bottke et al. (2002). More
specifically, they numerically integrated the orbits of thousands
of test particles, starting from the five most efficient source
regions of NEOs. These source regions are (1) the ν 6 secular
resonance at ∼2.15 AU, which marks the inner border of the
main belt, (2) the Mars-crossing asteroid population, adjacent
to the main belt, (3) the 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter
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Table 1
Osculating Orbital Elements at Epoch 2455400.5
(2010-Jul-23.0)a
Orbital Element

Value

Aphelion distance
Perihelion distance
Semimajor axis
Eccentricity
Orbital period
Mean anomaly
Inclination
Longitude of ascending node
Argument of perihelion

1.356 AU
0.897 AU
1.126 AU
0.204
1.20 yr
193.◦ 42
6.◦ 04
2.◦ 07
66.◦ 21

Note. a From NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/).

at 2.5 AU, (4) the outer main-belt population between 2.8 and
3.5 AU, and (5) the Jupiter-family comets. According to the
Bottke et al. (2002) model for NEO sources, the orbit of RQ36
has a ∼95% probability to have been reached by objects that
escaped through the ν 6 resonance, a ∼5% probability through
the 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter, and a negligible
chance to have originated further away from the Sun, including
Jupiter-family comets. Furthermore, all ν 6 source orbits have
initial inclinations lower than 10◦ and 50% of them lower than
5◦ . Note that an object arriving to the NEO space through the ν 6
resonance will roughly preserve its orbital inclination, since this
secular resonance does not affect the inclination; this is not true
for the 3:1 mean-motion resonance. These dynamical arguments
strongly constrain the most likely source region to that of lowinclination orbits between the ν 6 and 3:1 resonances, which
implies semimajor axes between 2.15 and 2.5 AU. These results
essentially rule out two prominent families with similar visible
spectra to that of RQ36 (Section 3), namely, the Pallas family
(because of its high inclination8 of ∼35◦ and larger semimajor
axis) and the Themis family (because of its large semimajor axis
of ∼3.1 AU).
2.2. Additional Considerations
A number of additional considerations strongly favor the
Polana family as the likely source of RQ36.
2.2.1. Family Membership

A small asteroid like RQ36 is unlikely to be a primordial
object because its collisional lifetime is much shorter than the
age of solar system (Bottke et al. 2005). Thus, RQ36 must be
the fragment of a larger object. In looking for its parent body,
asteroid families are much favored over single objects as the
likely source. This is because in asteroid families numerous
small fragments of the size of RQ36 have been produced during
the family-forming event. Conversely, single objects, which do
not have an observable family around them, either never broke
up or generated too few and too small fragments to be observed.
Therefore, we focus our search in this work on asteroid families
only.
8

Specifically for the Pallas family, since it is the most likely source of NEA
3200 Phaethon (de León et al. 2010) we looked into the possibility that
high-inclination NEAs coming from the Pallas region can evolve into
“RQ36-like” low-inclination orbits, under the perturbations of the terrestrial
planets. Performing a numerical integration of 30 clones of 3200 Phaethon for
1 My, we found that the probability to reach an orbit with i < 10◦ is negligible.

Figure 1. Distribution of the Nysa–Polana complex in the space of proper
semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination. The colors in this figure represent
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) colors (Parker et al. 2008). While the
Nysa and Polana families overlap considerably in the (a, i) plot, they overlap
only beyond 2.4 AU in the (a, e) plot. The Polana family (the structure at lower
eccentricity in the bottom panel) is dominated by “blue” primitive-like objects,
while the Nysa family is dominated by “red-yellow” S-class objects.

After excluding families like those of (4) Vesta and (8)
Flora, whose composition is clearly inconsistent with RQ36,
the source region defined by the dynamical constraints is
dominated by two asteroid families, centered at a ∼2.42
AU, which partially overlap in the proper orbital parameter
space, namely, Nysa and Polana (e.g., Cellino et al. 2002).
Because of the difficulties in disentangling them on the basis of the orbital element distribution, these two families
are often referred to as the Nysa–Polana complex. However,
these families are clearly distinct from each other if the reflectance colors of their members are also considered, as shown
in Figure 1.
2.2.2. Albedo

The sample of asteroids with measured albedos is considerably smaller than the number for which SDSS colors are available. Nevertheless, the average value for the geometric albedo of
Polana family asteroids observed so far is 5.5% ± 1.5% (Davis
& Neese 2002), which is consistent with the range of values,
3%–6%, estimated for RQ36 (Emery et al. 2010).
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distribution inside of 2.3 AU is entirely due to Polana family
members (Figure 1). A magnitude Hv = 18.5, for a Polana-like
albedo of pv = 5%, translates into a diameter D ∼ 2 km, i.e.,
more than three times larger than RQ36. Thus, many RQ36sized Polana family fragments should have already reached
the ν 6 resonance. Those that did presumably had their orbital
eccentricities increased to values that would render them Marsor even Earth-crossers (Bottke et al. 2002), most preserving their
original small inclinations.
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Figure 2. Hv vs. ap plot for the Nysa–Polana complex. The dashed lines show
the Hv -dependent semimajor axis distribution induced by the Yarkovsky effect
that best fits the boundaries of the observed distribution. Bodies below these
curves are expected to be interlopers, i.e., not genetically linked to either Nysa
or Polana. The extrapolated Yarkovsky-induced distribution predicts that the
Nysa–Polana complex should reach the outer edge of the ν 6 resonance for
objects with Hv ∼ 18.5, which for a Polana-like albedo of pv = 5% translates
into a diameter D ∼ 2 km.

2.2.3. Spectral Type

At visible wavelengths, the Polana family is characterized
by B-class spectra or colors, which is the same spectral class
as RQ36. In contrast, the Nysa family consists of objects with
visible colors (and albedos) totally inconsistent with those of
RQ36; we elaborate on this point in Section 3. Furthermore,
there are no other potential families (with low albedo and Bclass spectra), contained within the ν 6 and the 3:1 resonances.
2.2.4. Transport to Resonance

Polana-family asteroids of sizes equal to and larger than
RQ36 have reached the ν 6 resonance. This can be shown as
follows. The absolute magnitude (Hv ) versus semimajor axis
plot of the Nysa–Polana complex (Figure 2) appears to be
“V”-shaped, a feature known to be associated both with the
size-dependent ejection velocity field and with the drift in the
proper semimajor axis “ap ” induced by the Yarkovsky effect
(e.g., Vokrouhlický et al. 2006). The dashed curves in the figure
show the H-dependent semimajor axis distribution induced
by the Yarkovsky effect that best fits the boundaries of the
observed distribution. Bodies below these curves are expected
to be interlopers, i.e., not genetically linked to either Nysa or
Polana. Comparing these curves with the observed distribution,
we remark that (1) on the right-hand side, the Nysa–Polana
complex abruptly terminates at 2.48 AU, the location of the
inner edge of the 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter
(which is a possible, but not very likely source of the orbit
of RQ36; Section 2.1) and (2) on the left-hand side no abrupt
termination is observed;9 instead, the extrapolated Yarkovskyinduced distribution predicts that the Nysa–Polana complex
should reach the outer edge of the ν 6 resonance (at ∼2.15 AU
for the inclination of 2.◦ 5 characteristic of this family; Morbidelli
& Gladman 1998) for objects with Hv ∼ 18.5. We stress that
this estimate refers specifically to the Polana family rather than
generically to the Nysa–Polana complex, because the observed
What causes the lack of Polana members between the ν 6 resonance and ∼
2.24 AU is likely an observational selection effect on objects too small to be
properly observed.

9
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In order for the Yarkovsky effect to move objects from the
Polana region into the ν 6 resonance, their rotation has to be
retrograde (so that da/dt < 0) and RQ36 is retrograde (Nolan
et al. 2007). However, the spin axis of this asteroid could have
changed either due to small impacts while the object was in the
main belt or due to the YORP effect. So, the current spin state of
RQ36 does not necessarily constrain what it was when the family
was formed. Nevertheless, its current spin axis orientation is
consistent with what was needed for it to be transported inward
into the ν 6 resonance.
We believe these arguments make a strong case in favor of
the Polana family as the most likely source of RQ36 via the ν 6
resonance.
3. SPECTRAL COMPARISONS
To explore a compositional connection between RQ36 and its
likely main-belt origin, we have compiled the relevant spectra.
The visible spectrum (0.45−0.92 μm) of RQ36 is from Clark
et al. (2010b). The visible spectrum of Polana is from the
Small Main-Belt Asteroid Spectroscopic Survey (SMASS; Bus
& Binzel 2002b). The near-infrared spectrum (0.8−2.5 μm) of
RQ36 is from the MIT–Hawaii–IRTF Joint Campaign for NEO
Spectral Reconnaissance (Binzel et al. 2005). The near-infrared
spectrum of (142) Polana is from an ongoing observational
program led by the authors of this work and focused on
the acquisition of near-infrared spectra of main-belt B-class
asteroids (J. de León et al. 2010, in preparation). Visible and
near-infrared spectra of other relevant families, namely, the
Pallas and Themis families, are also from these databases, our
observational program, or the published literature (Clark et al.
2010a; de León et al. 2010; Binzel 2008).
As expected, the visible spectrum alone shows similarities
between RQ36 and B-class families, including the Polana and
Themis families, and less so with the Pallas family. However,
as discussed in Section 2, dynamical considerations rule out the
Pallas and Themis families.
On the other hand, the near-infrared spectrum of RQ36
(Figure 3) seems unique so far, and its implications are not
clear. The near-infrared spectrum (0.8–2.0 μm) starts with a
slope similar to that in the visible, has an inflection near 1.2 μm,
and then a slight negative slope toward longer wavelengths.
Interestingly, near-infrared spectra are quite diverse among Bclass asteroids10 (e.g., Clark et al. 2010a; de León et al. 2010).
At these wavelengths, RQ36 is different from (2) Pallas, (24)
Themis, (142) Polana and their families, and also different from
NEA (3200) Phaethon. One could say that the near-infrared
10

The compositional explanation for this spectral similarity at visible
wavelengths and diversity in the near-infrared is not yet understood; it could be
related to the abundance, or lack, of hydrated minerals. Hydrated silicates have
been identified in (2) Pallas (Rivkin et al. 2002), but are absent on the surface
of (24) Themis (Campins et al. 2010; Rivkin & Emery 2010).
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Figure 3. Relative reflectance spectra of asteroids 1999 RQ36 and (142) Polana
at visible and near-infrared wavelengths, normalized to 1.0 reflectance at 0.9 μm.
These spectra are truncated at 2 μm because RQ36 is close to the Sun and has
a thermal contribution starting at approximately 2.1 μm. As stated in Section 3,
although a quantitative spectral analysis does not yield a unique match, it is
consistent with a compositional link between RQ36 and the Polana family.

spectrum of RQ36 has an intermediate shape between extremes
represented by (24) Themis on one end and (2) Pallas on the
opposite (Clark et al. 2010a).
We have carried out a quantitative comparison of all the
available spectra in the visible and near-infrared. Following a
similar approach as in de León et al. (2010), we used a χ 2 test to
compare the complete spectra of RQ36 with the visible and nearinfrared spectra of a total of 27 main-belt B-type asteroids. All
spectra were normalized to unity at 0.9 μm, and the comparison
extended up to 2.1 μm in the near-infrared. The smaller the
value of χ 2 the more similar the spectra are. The best and the
worst matches corresponded to χ 2 = 1.33 and χ 2 = 105.06,
respectively. Asteroid (142) Polana has a χ 2 = 4.91, which
translates into a 92% similarity, and places it within the 10
objects whose spectra differ from the spectrum of RQ36 by
only a 10%. Interestingly, 3 of those 10 best matches belong to
the Themis family and another 3 to the Pallas family; however,
both of these families are ruled out by dynamical considerations.
Although this analysis does not yield a unique match (as was
the case of 3200 Phaethon and the Pallas family; de León et al.
2010), it is consistent with a compositional link between RQ36
and the Polana family. Nevertheless, we emphasize that the
sample of B asteroids with near-infrared spectra is rather limited,
and more observations are necessary for a more conclusive result
on the spectral links.
In some cases, the surface mineralogy of asteroids can be
well constrained by spectral features, for example, the S-class
asteroids in the Nysa family are compositionally inconsistent
with the low albedo and relatively featureless spectrum of RQ36.
However, the near-infrared spectral difference between RQ36
and (142) Polana does not necessarily imply a different origin.
There are several possible reasons for a spectral difference
between RQ36 and (142) Polana.
1. Close approaches with Earth. These approaches may have
exposed fresh material and possibly even turned the body
“inside out” (e.g., Binzel et al. 2010). Indeed our numerical
integration of 30 clone orbits for RQ36 shows that, on
average, this NEA has ∼5 encounters with the Earth, within
the Earth–Moon distance, per 100,000 years. Therefore, the
surface of RQ36 is likely very fresh compared with that
of (142) Polana. Although the effect of space weathering
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on the infrared spectra of primitive asteroids is not well
characterized yet (e.g., Brunetto 2009), it is a plausible
explanation for the observed spectral differences.
2. Differences in the regolith grain size. It appears that
smaller asteroids are covered with coarser grains. This is
consistent with results, showing that smaller asteroids have
higher thermal inertia (Delbó et al. 2007). Large objects,
such as (142) Polana (diameter = 55 km), tend to have
lower thermal inertia because of their finer-grained surface.
Smaller objects such as RQ36 likely lost any original
regolith during the collisional event that created them, and
are not able to develop or retain a new regolith, thus keeping
preferentially larger grains on their surfaces. In addition,
electrostatic dust levitation may contribute to the loss of the
smaller grains in the lower gravity environment of smaller
asteroids. However, the effect of particle size on the spectral
structure at these wavelengths and on this type of spectrum
has not been characterized. Therefore, the relevance of any
regolith grain size difference between these two objects to
their spectral differences is not yet clear.
3. Spin state. As mentioned in Section 1, the spherical shape,
the orientation of the spin axis, and the short rotation period
of RQ36 are consistent with a YORP spin-up (Walsh et
al. 2008). If so, the fine regolith on this asteroid may
be concentrated near the equator or may have even been
ejected.
The conclusion of this section is that the albedo and the
spectra favor the Polana family and rule out other inner mainbelt (a < 2.5 AU) sources for RQ36. The dynamical arguments,
which also strongly favor the Polana family, rule out the rest of
the main-belt (a > 2.5 AU) and the Jupiter-family comets.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The Polana family is the most likely main-belt origin of RQ36.
1. The dynamical evidence discussed is Section 2 very
strongly favors an inner main-belt, low-inclination
(2.15 AU < a < 2.5 AU and i < 10◦ ) origin for RQ36,
the ν 6 resonance as the preferred (95% probability) delivery route.
2. This region is dominated by the Nysa and Polana families,
and asteroid families are favored over a single object as
likely sources because, in asteroid families, numerous small
fragments (the size of RQ36) have already been produced.
3. The Polana family is characterized by B-class spectra or
colors at visible wavelengths, which is the same spectral
class as RQ36. In contrast, the Nysa family consists of
objects with visible colors and spectra inconsistent with
those of RQ36.
4. The SDSS colors of these two families show that the Polana
family is the branch of the Nysa–Polana complex that
extends toward the ν 6 resonance (Figure 1). Furthermore, a
plot of absolute magnitude versus semimajor axis (Figure 2)
shows that the Polana family has delivered objects of the
size of RQ36 and larger into the ν 6 and 3:1 resonances.
5. In order for the Yarkovsky effect to move objects from
Polana into the ν 6 resonance, they have to have retrograde
rotation, and the spin of RQ36 is retrograde.
6. A quantitative comparison of visible and near-infrared
spectra does not yield a unique match for RQ36; however, it
is consistent with a compositional link between RQ36 and
the Polana family.
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Finally, our results suggest that the Polana Family is an
important source of low-albedo, B-type material to near-Earth
space, and likely the most important inner-belt source of lowalbedo material.
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